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Malleable objects: iron, empire and narratives of culture
Everyday objects are now well within the sights of cultural historians. Overlooked items are asked to bear witness to large questions of social and cultural change, despite their equal presence in theory as solid, obdurate and silent ‘things’. Drawings, by contrast, are seen as slight objects, almost virtual in their materiality and their conceptual functions, and notoriously challenging as sources for historians. Even within art and design disciplines, drawings are seen as deliberately irresolute in meaning. To designers, for example, drawings might have the function of ‘boundary objects’ (Henderson 1999) that allow members of different groups to hook in to a common endeavour of production. In the developing visual economies of industrialised production in the nineteenth century, drawings and objects were closely linked, when the shaping, symbolism, and marketing of an increasing number of everyday mass-produced artefacts relied increasingly on the input of designers and draughtsmen. This paper will examine the interaction of these two visual discourses, of objects, and drawings, in relation to various methods and approaches of cultural history.

Specifically, the paper addresses the design and marketing of architectural decorative cast iron artefacts made in the Glasgow-based Saracen foundry that circulated throughout Britain and her Empire, in relation to the cultural politics of various publications on ornamental drawing and design held in manufacturers’ design offices and in the government schools of design in the last decades of the nineteenth century. On the one hand these promoted antiquarian beliefs in an enduring legacy of meaning, while on the other, they encouraged a ceaseless manipulation of symbolism in design for manufacture.

With particular focus on orientalising styles, this paper reconsiders the notion of the ‘invention of tradition’ when manifested through the production of prefabricated decorative structures in the malleable medium of cast iron, centrally designed with one eye on various libraries of ornament, and the other roving anxiously across many and various local markets.

[Title slide] Hello! this paper is about the interaction between two classes of objects—[SLIDE 2] on the one hand, heavy, three-dimensional decorative cast iron, and on the other, the [SLIDE 3] light, flimsy two-dimensional drawings and prints. I emphasise the object nature of works on paper because this is often overlooked. Many viewers look straight through the surface of a drawing and go immediately to the image, to the imaginary and symbolic aspects of representation. But works on paper are material objects too.​[1]​ 

In late nineteenth century visual economies, drawings and objects were closely linked systems. The shaping, symbolism, and marketing of everyday mass-produced artefacts relied increasingly on designers and draughtsmen rather than on artisan craft workers [SLIDE 4]. This was a new workforce, employed by new decorative arts industries. Their sensibilities were shaped by expanding art and design discourse in print. As students, these workers were also subject to an intense amount of haranguing by the newly established state funded art and design educational establishment, trying to direct their work in approved directions. [and describe images here: ‘scrapbook’ of the student world two bandstands, including a trade catalogue entry, and rules for students, etc]This paper examines the interaction of two material discourses—objects and drawings as artefacts in this framework. My analysis is not rooted in one medium, the standard approach to textual or visual exegesis, but instead explores zone in which two different circuits of material meaning come up against one another.​[2]​ I use examples from the manufacturing city of Glasgow, juxtaposing teaching resources and decorative ironwork, [SLIDE 5] from the Saracen works and other iron foundries. This takes us from local conditions in lowland Scotland out to Britain and her global colonial dominions. 

[SLIDE 6] The two mediums of cast iron and design drawings both offered designers a ‘blank sheet’ for the application of surface decoration. Ornament was a charged subject in design teaching and theory. Critics condemned the rootless eclectic historicism that was blighting artefacts and environments (Mallgrave 2004: 18; Forty; Pevsner), just while industrial production was unleashing a tide of meaningless commodities.​[3]​

Eclecticism was not just manifested in output, but reflected a ceaseless download of influences. Colonial Britain was expanding in space, geographically gobbling up many places, and also digging in to time, creating the so-called ‘exhibitionary complex’ the museums of imperial conquest (Bennett 1994: 123-154). Ornament in this framework of activity was treated typologically, seen as a kind of genetic or racial marker of long traditions, being gathered in to the central storehouse of Empire. Hear this mindset in the [SLIDE 7] fantasy world of Tolkein’s Lord of the Rings, during the stand-off between Gandalf and the Balrog in the mines of Moria. Gandalf is: ‘a servant of the Secret Fire, wielder of the flame of Anor’ he opposes ‘the dark fire’ that gives the Balrog his power (Tolkein 1954: 344). Tolkein’s notion of living transmissible tradition, like a coal ready to burst into flame, is derived via imperialist adventure yarns from a notion of authentic style established by many cultural disciplines formed in the nineteenth century. 

[SLIDE 8] Ornament is a dual term, material and non-material. Design theorists attempting to shape the course of ‘good’ design practice developed the idea of ‘truth to materials’, [SLIDE 9 Digby Wyatt] a phrase often used by historians as pointer towards the stripped down modernist aesthetic of the twentieth century, when ornament was jettisoned as a frivolous, dishonest add-on. But influential nineteenth century thinkers, such as Gottfried Semper, described ornament itself as truthful, as a final embellishment that made spaces and objects rational and orderly, creating a fit environment for people as conscious cultural beings.​[4]​ Wherever their theoretical positions on the use of ornament, all Victorians were united on one thing—that ornament was not an add-on; it was central. The question was not whether to decorate or not, but what kind of moral and aesthetic message one might convey. Some of these arguments were ‘cultural’, centring around symbolism, visual form, and references to tradition, while other arguments, more ‘political’, emphasised labour, class, and agency, that is, whether ornament should be devised by a centralising designer or by many individual artisan craftsmen. This political conflict fills the writings of Ruskin on the Gothic, and William Morris on the Arts & Crafts movement. Writers such as Lara Kriegel have described the struggle of artisan labour for control of their output in the period 1850-1880 as failure, ending in conformity and ‘social obedience’ (Kriegel 2007: 12-13). Although I share these concerns, I have a different scope and reach different conclusions.  The worker struggle was not over in 1880, but the terms of engagement changed. We have an anonymous and expanding new workforce of draughtsmen and designers at the end of the nineteenth century who produced design drawings for decorative industrial commodities and trained themselves through part-time study at the schools of design. Today I think about one particular material, cast iron, as a modern and unfamiliar substance in this era, so let’s try to forget how Victorian cast iron objects are now shrouded in their own biographies as ‘heritage’.

The political creed of truth to materials is a misleading concept for thinking through protean substances like cast iron. It expressed a lachrymose nostalgic hankering after craft methods that actually obscured analysis of the real conditions of production—the fact that cast iron was a new and separate material that was shaped not with a hammer but with design drawings. Designing on paper using graphic line produced new and protean forms that were nevertheless as true to their materials as any craft item. 

[SLIDE 10] Aspiring designers used and made paper artefacts predominantly: Printed materials, encyclopaedias of design, trade catalogues, were staple design resources. On the one hand these collections of styles promoted antiquarian beliefs in an enduring legacy of meaning, while on the other, they encouraged a ceaseless manipulation of symbolism in design for manufacture.​[5]​

On paper, designers learnt to draw and copy examples from printed resources and to synthesise many different styles and motifs. Synthesizing and combining disparate styles is easy on paper, especially when working with simple graphic elements such as line. Industrial designers began to treat the previously separate functions of shaping matter and drawing a line as synonymous actions.​[6]​ [SLIDE 11] The idea that linear drawing was design was conveyed to vast numbers of students​[7]​  who were processed [SLIDE 12] by state education systems from elementary stage and upwards. ​[8]​ These official sources were massively complemented by commercial popular illustrated periodicals [SLIDE 13-‘Arabic art’ a custom-made compendium of articles culled from back numbers of the journal L’art pour tous complied by library staff at the Glasgow School of Art].

Influential linear styles included Gothic, Oriental and ‘Saracenic’ styles;​[9]​  [SLIDE 14] whose linearity was reinforced by graphic forms of reproduction. [SLIDE 15] The Portfolio of Saracenic Art 1884 we see a geometrical frame holding cells of curvilinear interlaced arabesque. [SLIDE 16] In L’art pour tous, printed in standard newspaper format with letterpress and woodblock images, line marking was dominant so that other visual and material attributes were obscured.  To industrial designers these abstract and linear oriental styles suggested a creative method of generating endless new decorative motifs, the method was as important as symbolic content; indeed original cultural significance was destroyed by remediation. Motifs and forms became hybridised, generalised, [SLIDE 17] as in the deliberately mixed ‘indo-saracenic’ style of colonial official buildings.​[10]​ 

[SLIDE 18] Iron: was a material freighted with cultural significance, very widely used, emblematic of industrial prowess, but also contradictory and multi-layered in meaning—and, as cast iron especially—viewed as suspect, dishonest, malleable and frightening. Ruskin in The Two Paths dismissed modern ironwork as something ‘hard, bright, cold and lifeless’… spewed from the ‘vast furnace of a ghastly engine’ (Ruskin 1903-12 (16): 377-8). Iron was a modern structural and decorative element in the designed landscape [SLIDE 19] [SLIDE 20]​[11]​ Iron elements were prefabricated off site; complete prefabricated cast iron structures with strong symbolic content, such as churches, cricket pavilions, bandstands and drinking fountains were marketed and distributed world wide.​[12]​  Hybrid forms, feedback and innovation were all possible in cast iron.

[SLIDE 21] Cast iron was viewed as an inferior substitute for wrought iron, even though it was in effect a separate substance—chemically and in its material properties. Wrought iron is an ancient metal that has been worked since prehistoric times, and loaded with resonance.​[13]​ Although cast iron was known earlier, it only became predominant in the context of metallurgical innovations associated with heavy industrial production.​[14]​ [SLIDES 22 and 23] The iron deposits around Glasgow were suitable for making cast iron, not wrought iron.​[15]​ 

So, cast iron was a different substance from wrought iron, and distrusted. It was emblematic of alarming changes in the social and economic landscape. [SLIDE 24] It could be moulded in almost any sculptural form and used to produce multiple copies.​[16]​ The protean nature of cast iron contradicted the notion of ‘truth to materials’ as expressed in wrought iron​[17]​—but theorists did not distinguish between the two; [SLIDE 25].​[18]​

Against ancient, truthful, craft-made wrought iron, cast iron stood as modern, malleable, unreliable, and industrial. But just because something is held in contempt doesn’t mean it lacks cultural significance—quite the opposite. [SLIDE 26] Cast iron structures acted in Tilley’s phrase as solid metaphor (Tilley 1999:36). Many new artefacts made in cast iron evoked the body very clearly, encouraging viewers to characterise both the house and the city as a body, with nourishment flowing in and ejected waste. With the terrifying threat of epidemic diseases such as cholera, public health and clean water were live political issues.​[19]​

[SLIDE 27 28] This was the market addressed by Macfarlane’s. The Saracen foundry, was to begin with a chance name, the original foundry in the old Glasgow city centre took its name from the local landmark, the Saracen Head Inn. [SLIDE 29 text ​[20]​] But by 1872 when the business moved to its grand new custom-built manufacturing works on the edge of the city ‘Saracen’ was again a charged and fashionable term, echoing new and much more militaristic versions of the British ‘oriental obsession’.​[21]​  [SLIDE 30 Axminster carpet ​[22]​ followed by SLIDE31 and 32 Macfarlane’s Indian cast iron interiors]. 

[Slide 33] Walter Macfarlane was very alive to display and publicity value of ironwork, just like his rivals. He took care to exhibit highly decorative ironwork [SLIDE 34 then 35] while the business also profitably developed utilitarian ‘sanitary ware’ lines.​[23]​ Macfarlane had a keen interest in design; as a manufacturer, as an art patron and also through his attendance and support for various artistic societies.​[24]​ 

But even the most mundane items made by the Saracen foundry and its other Glasgow rivals were freighted with symbolic meaning; drain pipes, gutters, urinals, and floor gratings could never be taken as simply functional or neutral objects during the enormous public health campaigns for drainage and clean drinking water (Binnie 1981: 190-5; 223-36). ​[25]​ While the infrastructure of such public works was massive but largely hidden from view, ironfounders could still offer a festive display above ground. [SLIDE 37, then 38 SUN fountain photo] When Glasgow completed its Water Supply Works in 1860 the two rival contractors, the Saracen and the Sun foundries both dedicated public drinking fountains in the city centre four-legged friends.​[26]​

In the flows of water and waste, it Macfarlane always argued that function and decoration were not at odds but should be united as signs of modern improvement. The Saracen foundry catalogue of 1882 remarked [SLIDE text 39]​[27]​ that ironwork helped a building to display its functions openly and with ‘intelligence and culture’ decoration here was part of a creed of honesty to materials that accorded with Semper’s notion of rational and conscious human artefacts.​[28]​

Ornament was used to make things ‘speak’ in various ways. Cast iron manufacturers such as Macfarlane’s used many historicist and exotic styles in their designs—meanwhile, the heavy substantial material nature of iron was argued through in paper-based, text and visual forums—[SLIDE 40] the material qualities of drawn and printed images were a key element in material shaping. Lines on paper and in malleable cast iron were partners in invention. Cast iron could be shaped almost at will, especially as the design process was conducted not in the smith’s forge but in the drawing office. Designers offered a spectrum of styles that inflected the environment, offering a range of momentary identities that were as heartfelt as they were fleeting. [SLIDE 41 Yapp 1879 e.g. London Oak and Modern Arabic on facing pages] We know that consumers felt themselves under difficulties, wanting to show good taste but finding it hard to choose.​[29]​ Designers too were working from sources that offered a promiscuous jostling of styles [SLIDE 42].  In challenge to the misleading creed of honesty to materials based on a nostalgic notion of artisan craftsmen shaping ancient wood, iron or ceramics, we should recognise also the reality of material production in drawing for design by multi-media industrial designers, and in manufacturing and shaping processes, such as pressing, casting, machine carving, and the development of non-standard ‘transformed materials’ (Edwards 1993: 9) such as gutta percha, papier mache, used deliberately either as an anonymous surface to take applied decoration or to impersonate other materials. Kamptulicon floor covering Yapp 1879: Plate IV alongside ornate machine carved furniture.​[30]​

[SLIDE 43 the end] My main source and the spur to this reflection has been through thinking about drawings and prints as material objects. I have used forgotten and obsolete teaching resources from the old Glasgow Government School of Design—now Glasgow School of Art. This has allowed me to think first about the conditions for shaping other artefacts—such as decorative cast iron—and it also allows me to think about labour, agency, and skills in what I see as an ‘intermediate zone’ of consumption and production. [The end]
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Nowadays Victorian objects are a focus for nostalgia. Remaining fragments of decorative ironwork in my town function as a sign of ‘Victorian Glasgow’, signifying how the former industrial ‘second city of empire’ is now in a state of post-industrial decay. This current reinvention of meaning is an example of the workings of the idea of a ‘biography of things’ proposed by Kopytoff; indeed, Kopytoff gives the example of how a well-loved but no longer functional rusty old drinking fountain might become the focus for a local preservation campaign (Kopytoff: 81).
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^1	  Forgetting that drawings are material artefacts increases the difficulties they already present to historians as non-textual sources. Asking about physical attributes, means of production and so on (Harvey 2009: 1-13) locates their significance within specific social and cultural frameworks.
^2	  Samuel, Raphael (1994) Theatres of memory, Volume 1: Past and present in contemporary culture London: Verso: 11. See also Semper’s notion of Stoffwechseln (material exchange/ transposition from one medium to another), for example when the patterns of basket weaving are used on ceramics, or the vestigial ‘wooden post’ construction of Greek temples (Brett 2005: 218; Shafter 2003)
^3	  as diverse as Ruskin, Carlyle, Cole and Semper for example.
^4	  This is the notion of the artefact as ‘the crystallisation of activity within a relational field’ described by Tim Ingold in his essay on ‘weaving a basket’ (Ingold 2009: 88). Due to Modernist values and rhetoric, ornament was eclipsed as a suitable topic for investigation in the earlier half of the twentieth century, it had an aura of frivolity. But some recent scholars have returned to this topic in order to examine some of the meanings given to ornament in a variety of different past cultural contexts, notably David Brett, Oleg Grabar, and Margaret Olin; and all indebted to Ernst Gombrich’s earlier The sense of order (1979). Ornament, like all strategies of shaping and making, bodies forth abstract ‘mental constructs and attitudes’ (Morrall 2009: 48-9; Grabar Brett 2005). In this paper I invoke nineteenth century perceptions that decoration and style were central considerations when designing a speaking environment for objects, buildings and spaces (Olin 1986: 376-94; Mallgrave 2004: 1-74; Semper 2004).
^5	  Such eclectic resources as the encyclopaedic Grammar of Ornament were double edged; undermining authentic style and demonstrating that, as Brett has it, ‘the cultural continuity of Europe was unravelling’ (Brett 1992: 22)
^6	  Walter Crane for example described ‘design’ as a ‘linear pattern’, a ‘labyrinth’ that evokes an ‘enchanted and beautiful wood of human invention’ (Crane 1897: 1)
^7	  In Britain there were around half a million pupils and students by the 1860s (Denis 1995: 174)The drawing curriculum was the subject of violent controversy from the 1840s onwards with curvilinear versus geometrical styles presented a mutually exclusive choice Kriegel 2007: 20-23.
^8	  As for example, with the South Kensington Portfolios of industrial art. Texts like Owen Jones’s Grammar of ornament were according to David Brett ‘one of the founding documents of aggressive modernism’ (Brett 1992: 22).
^9	  This mixture of influences fermented in Britain, spurred design change there, and then, returning to origins, influenced the direction of art schools in British India through journals such as the Journal of Indian art and industry (launched 1883), and through the educational work of Lockwood Kipling of Lahore Museum (Metcalf 1982: 41). Published images disseminated knowledge of public collections of more solid artefacts, amassed for example in the South Kensington Museum. Barringer describes 3 phases and changes of motive in collection policy: 1850-1870 ‘didactic’ following Great Exhibition to show British manufacturers how to improve their designs; 1870-mid-1880s ‘academic imperialism’ study of non-Western objects and cultures; 1885-1900 ‘popular imperialist triumphalism’ (Barringer 1998: 12).
^10	  The Indo-Saracenic synthetic style was favoured by colonial administrators and architects due to its close association with the Gothic, with exuberant surface decoration, pointed arches and so on. Sometimes the two styles were combined, as in the Bombay Victoria Terminus, ‘a free treatment of Venetian Gothic and Oriental [styles]’. (Metcalf 1982: 44). These hybrid styles gave Indian outward decorative finish to Western, would-be rational government buildings derived in structure from the classical tradition (Metcalf 1982: 40-41). In the same way, as Ata-Ullah points out, this ‘stylistic hybridity’ was then recycled into colonial art and design education to re-educate native craftsmen for modern commercial design work (Ata-Ullah 1998: 68-81) so that Islamic lattice work from Egypt was used as the source for ‘oriental’ wood carvings made in Imperial India, for example see the work of Ram Singh graduate of Mayo School of Arts, Lahore founded 1883 (Ata-Ullah 1998: 68-81
^11	  IMAGE: Magdalen Green bandstand, Dundee (1889) p.xvi and p. 1 from Saracen Foundry, Glasgow (Swailes)
^12	  For decorative ironwork, see for example John Nash’s frivolous ‘bamboo’ staircases in the Brighton pavilion (1815-22) built for the Prince Regent (Swailes 92-3; Darby 1983: 26. For larger structures see Brunel’s prefabricated hospital for the Crimean battlefield in 1855.  White 1965: 16; Muthesius 1970: 60; Saint 67
^13	  It can be hammered and worked on a very small scale and at a reasonably low temperature without being completely molten
^14	  In the nineteenth century various inventions allowed cast iron to be produced relatively cheaply in large quantities, it became valuable structural material. These included Abram Darby’s coke smelting method at Ironbridge and the development of the ‘hot-blast’ method by James Beaumont Neilson of Clyde Ironworks, allowing the exploitation of ‘blackband’ ores from Lanarkshire and Ayrshire (Swailes: 3).
^15	  Starting with the Carron Works founded in 1759, and producing heavy items such as cannon, boilers, anchors and anvils as well as small items such as cast iron fire grate, John Adam (Robert and James Adam were partners in the Carron Company), p.17. Much decorative street ironwork worldwide is Scottish from roof supports to factory buildings, etc. Map from Day, St. John Vincent (1876) Notices of some of the principal manufactures of the West of Scotland Glasgow: Blackie
^16	  For example, the architect Pugin attacked the dishonesty of disguising a useful object such as a gas lamp as a ‘roman altar’ (Muthesius 1970: 58-9).
^17	  Matthew Digby Wyatt (1852) Wyatt wanted ornamental metalwork to be controlled by his ideal of truth to materials, by making objects that were ‘strictly in harmony with the structure, chemical, and mechanical, of the finished article—with the value of the materials of which it is comprised’ (Wyatt 1852: xi). He was opposed two rival modes of design that he scorned on the one hand as ‘utilitarians’ who only want to build railway sheds and bridges, and on the other as ‘idealists’ who ‘cover dog-kennels with crockets and finials’ the ‘fancy casting’ of today (xviii; xix). We all know Wyatt’s gibe about how iron work comes from those inexhaustible mines of bad taste, Sheffield and Birmingham’ (xvii)
^18	  Following Matthew Digby Wyatt’s stance in 1852, even the late 19th century multi-media industrial designer Walter Crane also limited his discussion about the ‘properties of materials’ to wrought iron not cast iron. Crane 97-103 talks about the virtues of design constrained by properties of material, that ‘owes its character and peculiar beauty to the necessities and limitations of the material and mode of working’ it is manifested in simple forms combined in various permutations: the grill, with rigid horizontals and verticals, the spiral and also flattened leaf forms. The designer works with the bar, the spiral curve and the flat leaf [100] ‘these are his units out of which he constructs his pattern; his pencils are the hammer and pincers, his easel his vice, his medium is the forge’
^19	  Notably to reformers such as Edwin Chadwick (1800-1890), civil servant; author of The sanitary conditions of the labouring classes in Britain 1842 and promoter of the Public Health Bill 1848 (Binnie 1981: 5)
^20	  Saracen Head: a common name for inns, public houses and coffee houses dating from a much earlier period of ‘orientalism’ in the sixteenth century, derived from the activities of the Levant Company that was granted a charter by Queen Elizabeth I in 1581 (Darby 1983: 9).]
^21	  John Sweetman’s The oriental obsession was published in the late 1980s and reflects an approach to art that now feels unfamiliar, insofar as it considers the work of ‘orientalist’ artists more or less on their own terms; that is, it considers the influence of Islamic methods of picture and pattern making on the work and sensibilities of artists, designers and architects such as John Frederick Lewis, Owen Jones or William Morris with an emphasis on the aesthetic pleasure these artists derived from the richness of pattern and colour that drew them to Islamic art. This tone, in the wake of Edward Said’s Orientalism of 1978 and many subsequent postcolonial critiques of the orientalist mode, is now increasingly uncommon.
^22	  English Axminster in the Persian style Owen Jones in Yapp 1879: The Great Exhibition and many subsequent exhibitions such as the Colonial and Indian Exhibition, South Kensington Museum, London 1886 see also the Supplement to the Society of Arts Journal 9 July 1886: 878-881 with lithographic renditions of decorative items two images juxtaposed].
^23	  See the early piece shown at the London 1862 International Exhibition, and chosen as one of the ‘masterpieces of industrial art and sculpture’ in J.B. Waring’s publication of the same title. This presented an elaborate filigree effect that demonstrated the airy silhouetted effects associated with roof decorations or church screens, rather than the heavier, utilitarian foundry output of pipes, gutters and other items of ‘sanitary ware’ (Cox 1991: 3-5) that had helped to establish the business.
^24	  He lectured to the Glasgow Philosophical Society on a ‘New system of sewerage’ (Glasgow Herald 20 April 1857) and supported the Glasgow Architectural Society’s call for subscribers to reward architectural apprentices with premiums (Prizes) for design drawing competitions (Glasgow Herald 27 January 1861).
^25	  In response to cholera outbreaks Glasgow developed its Loch Katrine water supply designed by the engineer Bateman; similar works were undertaken for example in Bombay by the engineer Conybeare. For all these works, Glasgow iron founders supplied the pipes and other infrastructure along with more decorative elements (Binnie 1981: 190-5; 223-36; Broich engineering the empire 2007: 346-65)
^26	  Add Glasgow Herald citation and details.
^27	  before our introduction of a better and more artistic class of ironwork, pipes were put in out of the way places as if they were necessarily unseemly… Every building needs to drain off its rain, waste from sinks, baths, lavatories, closets and vents’ (Macfarlane’s castings, Sixth edition, Volume 1 1882: 7).]
^28	  Cite Olin and Semper here
^29	  See such ‘household hints’ manuals as The Art of decoration, that lamented: ‘all that is lacking is the cool power of choice’  (Haweis: 1881, quoted in Brett 2005: 124) or Charles Eastlake’s Hints on household taste (1868)
^30	  Cast iron was distrusted because it was not easy to value in terms of command over labour, whereas wrought iron was much more ‘readable ‘ in these terms, as a traditional craft skill that could be viewed in any local smithy. Machine-made decoration came to be seen by the modernist era as the province of ‘shopgirls’ (the Le Corbusier’s phrase) –it was cheap and ubitquitous (see Brett 2005: 197). But this rhetoric itself is misleading if we accept it at face value—for as I want to expand, cast iron demanded various different skills not least designing on paper and machine design, also the wood carvers who cut the ornate forms for green sand casting (see Robertson and Robertson), not to mention the casting and finishing workers, and finally the networking and commercial skills of entrepreneurs and their marketing teams. 
